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WHY THIS EVENT?
•To promote the Social Entreprises that Komunal 88 sponsors : 
  (Smell The Perfume, Startic, Ffrash, Bikinbikin, Topiku)
•To foster social awareness about responsible environmental and 
   lifestyle choices and responsibilities
•To build social solidarity
•To strengthen media relationship



WHAT’S KOMUNAL 88?
KOMUNAL 88 is a café-market for food enthusiasts, for people like you
and us, who care about what we eat or drink.

Our purpose, here at Komunal 88, is to do both what feels right
and what taste good.

We committed to sustainability and aim to act responsibly.
Our hope is that you will question the way we, as well as others choose 
to do things. Because once we start questioning habits and status quo, 
once we question everything, it doesn’t take too long to get to the ethics, 
the biology and the more meaningful questions:
How do we use the planet ?
What are our responsibilities to our neighbours?
What are our reponsibilities to the future?
 
  



@komunal88 www.komunal88.com
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1. Baby and Toddler blanket
2. cushion covers
3. No Plastic experiment
4. Cast-iron holder
5. Crocheted flowers
6. Friendship bracelet
7. Waterproof computer case

I Want To Smell The Perfume is a social enterprise brand that 
aims at ensuring women can have fair access to training 
skills and income opportunities.

Their mission is to empower women, by giving them a chance 
to lighten their daily burden toward independent and educa-
tion.

They work in micro organic communities to give best attention 
and help to develop skills in embroidery, crochet, knitting, 
weaving and sewing.

The perfume is metaphorical freedom with fingerprint of an in-
visible woman.

PRODUCT LINE



MOLA OCEAN SUNFISH
Resembling a big floating blob, the ocean sunfish, or mola, is the world's largest bony fish. Sunfish, or mola,

develop their truncated, bullet-like shape because the back fin which they are born with simply never grows.

Instead, it folds into itself as the enormous creature matures, creating a rounded rudder called a clavus.

Mola in Latin means "millstone" and describes the ocean sunfish’s somewhat circular shape.

They are a silvery color and have a rough skin texture.

Mola are found in temperate and tropical oceans around the world. 

They are frequently seen basking in the sun near the surface and are often mistaken for sharks

when their huge dorsal fins emerge above the water.  Their teeth are fused into a beak-like structure,

and they are unable to fully close their relatively small mouths.

Their population is considered vulnerable. Sunfish frequently get snagged in drift gill nets

and can su�ocate on sea trash, like plastic bags, which resemble jellyfish (their food).
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Ffrash is a non-profit organization that uses its revenues in the 
development of street children in Bekasi and other
social project around our trash dumps throughout Jakarta.

Ffrash - then Trash became Ffrash

@ffrash_designs

http://www.oooms.nl/ffrash/





The story began from a youth-led social project on
the environment in Surabaya, East Java back in 2005. After a 
decade of dedication with its ups and downs, STARTIC was 
born as a social enterprise that aims to raise awareness on 
climate action by promoting green lifestyle through fashion.

It provides access to exotic yet ethical fashion apparels 
through upcycling innovations. One of the masterpiece is up-
cycling unused sack of cement into leather lookalike products 
as you can see here.

It empowers communities and unleashes collaboration across 
artisans to passionately craft one-of-a-kind bag: one pattern, 
one product; with the combination of leather to provide high 
quality products.



www. startic.co



Bikinbikin started when a family decided to reduce their waste 
by aiming to produce zero waste at their home.

Inspired by the creativity and ideas from Japan they turned the 
milk cartons to useful things such as like notebook covers, 
storage boxes, etc.

@bikinbikincraft



•Made of milk box :
  Pasport Case 
  Cable Holder
  Note Book



Topiku’s signature five-panel hats are each handcrafted from 
upcycled and recycled waste materials, salvaged from land-
fills, that would otherwise add to Indonesia’s ever-growing 
problem of waste management.

Topiku creates one-of-a-kind hats that tell their
three part mission of sustainability:

•Environmental Protection
•Artisan Empowerment
•Cultural Heritage



Baseball Hat 

Five Panel Hat 

@topiku.co www.topiku.co



THANK YOU


